BRADFORD VCS ALLIANCE

A SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS SO FAR....
2016 Bradford’s ASG was asked by the CCG to create an entity that could work within the new Accountable Care landscape as a single legal entity for the VCS with which the ‘system’ could liaise re contracting

From small beginnings supported by Bradford’s CCGs BVCSA was developed

Now the Alliance is heading towards the end of its 1st full operating year
Supporting the left shift.....

BVCSA aims and objectives are to:

- Secure funding and investment
  Horizon-scanning for funding and investment opportunities.
  Proactively engaging with stakeholders for the purposes of:
  Identifying gaps and needs.
  Identifying opportunities and presenting VCS solutions.
  Responding to requests from commissioners and funders to provide high quality solutions through the VCS.

- Commission VCS organisations to deliver high quality services.
  Collaboratively designing service solutions.
  Identifying appropriate Delivery Providers, and shaping the delivery model.
  Establishing and managing delivery agreements.
  Supporting, managing, monitoring and evaluating the performance of Delivery Providers.
  Embedding and managing strategic review processes to inform future commissioning.

- Influencing the strategic environment to ensure effective cross-sector collaboration.
  Championing and positioning the VCS within the strategic environment.
  Identifying, promoting and ensuring consistent standards of good practice and quality across our Provider Community for the purposes of managing risk.
  Collaborating in the development of the systems and processes to ensure and effective and consistent commissioning environment.
The VCS – bigger then you might think!

BVCSA 2017-18

Some statistics Jan18-March 19:

£1,194,880 turnover

Over £1.1 mill funding into local organisations

138 grassroot organisations have received funding

BVCSA seeks to use local providers whenever possible
Ready for the future……

Choose the Alliance where:

- There are new opportunities that could involve collaborative solutions
- There is an appetite to try new ways to commission a service
- There are new openings and space for new and different ways of working with different providers
- A mixed delivery model could work better
- The system doesn’t yet have a complete response to an identified need

**Current examples include:**
- Diabetes Prevention and Management
- Extended Access
- Health Messaging/ Right Conversations/ ABCD
- Befriending
- Community Partnerships
For more information

Contact Ben Cross
07598 052857
01274 306624
Visit BVCSA website
www.bradfordvcsalliance.org.uk